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Waterworks Park Water Tower was in Detroit. Michigan. They say this building 
was built in 1876 (I doubt it) and was (had to be) demolished in 1945 

 
Introduction 

 
(Joshua Shapiro): It is my honor and privilege to be able to share 
this free e-book with you about the Great Civilization of Tartaria 
which ended only 200 some years ago and which the so-called 
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globalists or elite have done their best to erase all evidence of the 
Tartarians. This is the updated version I am presenting to you (the 
2023 edition), with the original version being written about two 
years ago. I am basically keeping all the major information I 
shared before exactly the same and only making minor editing 
changes where it is needed.  This free e-book is the 7th in a series 
of free e-books I have been offering, all of which I am upgrading 
during June of 2023. I will also explain during this introduction 
about some new projects and information that I am sharing at the 
time of the release of this version of our e-book that are linked to 
Tartaria and a positive future for our world. 
 
Who am I? I am a crystal skull and paranormal explorer who has 
been following a spiritual path since the early 1980s when I was in 
my late twenties (but at this time now 68). I am a seeker of truth 
and Tartaria came right in front of my face in 2021. I will explain 
more about how I learned about this great civilization shortly. In 
addition, in 2022, “Spirit” asked me to work on setting up a new 
spiritual center, which is called “The Center for the Advancement 
of Humanity”. I have only been able to do so energetically and 
basically put it on-line (a Telegram channel, Rumble video 
channel, single webpage, email and mailing list – you will find 
more information about Center in the Appendix where various on-
line resources are listed). One of the key topics we will be 
studying and to conduct more research upon will definitely be 
Tartaria. Anyway, this free e-book is my attempt to share key 
information about Tartaria with others as well as suggest other 
on-line videos and e-books the readers can find. 
 
Briefly, related to our Center mentioned before, I received an 
inner message at the end of January of this year (2023) that 
before the year is over, the Full Truths on everything will begin to 
come out publicly. This inner inspiration led me to create a free e-
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book that originally were posts on facebook to offer evidence that 
key truths about our past history (using Tartaria as an example) 
have not been shared with the public and been totally hidden. 
Then, at this time in June, since late March, I have been creating 
a series of videos in conjunction with my Facebook post that has 
been explaining what type of information has already been 
revealed mostly by discussing recent events. Eventually this video 
series will have a segment about Tartaria.  If you might curious to 
check out this other e-book or the video series called by the same 
name, “2023: The Year the Full Truth begins to be Revealed”, 
please consult the appendix in the back. 
 
Ok then, let us proceed to get into the material of this e-book 
dealing with Tartaria. In the next section labeled July, 2021, I will 
continue with the materials I originally shared within this e-book 
with some slight modifications and editing. Also, I hope you will 
find this e-book helpful in your own personal exploration of 
Tartaria. Oh and one last point, when it is revealed that Tartaria 
truly existed, we will have access to all of their advance 
technologies which will be a catalyst for bringing our world into a 
time of total peace and harmony as they had … 
 
[Comments about the opening photo of the “Waterworks Park 
Water Tower”: If you haven’t seen before any of the existing 
buildings that exist in every major city of our world that are said to 
have been constructed during the time of Tartaria, I am showing 
here an early example of one. They say it was built in 1876 but 
there is no way humanity had the tools at that time to make such 
a perfect building (and with such elaborate towers that are quite 
tall) and then, most likely it was demolished to get rid of any 
evidence of Tartaria’s existence. This has happened to many 
other buildings similar to this one – such as for the 1893 Chicago’s 
Worlds Fair where they had a 100 buildings in a similar shape and 
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design but when I was born in Chicago in 1955 and was able later 
in life to walking around the city, only 3 of them remained!] 
 
{Note – to show what new information has been added to this 
edition of this e-book for 2023, either you will a section of this 
material starting with: (2023 Note: … or it will be enclosed within 
square brackets [ … ] } 
 
=========== 
 
(July 2021):  [So once again the purpose of this e-book is to] 
discuss the legendary country or empire known as Tartaria. Now 
probably for most of our readers you may have not heard of this 
country before or about its civilians because simply put, there is 
no mention of it within any of our history books nor within any 
historical writings or teachings.  This e-book was written to initially 
support my first public sharing to discuss Tartaria which was done 
during an on-line radio interview conducted by Nancy Yearout, for 
her very popular show known as, “The High Road to Humanity”.  I 
have actually appeared on Nancy’s show a number of times 
speaking about various subjects. However, I felt Tartaria would be 
a fascinating subject to discuss and be a new topic for Nancy so 
we agreed to do this show together. To help Nancy prepare 
though, I recommended that she first watching a key video I had 
seen that was very comprehensive on this subject (which I will be 
discussing what this video is shortly). Anyway, this is how the 
writing of this e-book began.  
 
Now, many people in the world who are familiar with my work 
following spiritual truth, the paranormal and various world 
mysteries, know that I would not be spending my free time to 
review a subject like Tartaria if I was unable to uncover any 
evidence what-so-ever that shows such a country and culture 
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really did exist.  Plus, I always go with my inner feeling and 
intuition what subjects I should be studying or investigating next 
and when I discover some very special or important insights, I 
always find a way and means to share this material with others as 
I know such information is important and can help us all, and help 
humanity. And in this case, related to Tartaria, I believe it is vital 
for everyone to know more about our true history and the nature 
of our world. This is a given. 

 
However, at this early stage of this e-book, I find that must give to 
you, the reader, a simple warning:  If you decide to continue to 
read on and go all the way through this e-book, please be 
prepared that you may have to throw away a great of your core 
beliefs about how you perceive our world and our history.  As it is 
right now, in this current time (starting from the middle part of 
2021 when I started to write this book and continuing on into 
2023), we already have so many conflicts and challenges 
happening in our lives.   
 
[ Note – In order to attempt to explain why the so-called officials of 
our world would secretly and intentionally hide the existence of 
Tartaria from the general public, I have to go into a discussion of 
what has been happening in our world since covid19 came out at 
the end of 2019. It may be difficult for some of you to read this 
material and if so then please feel free to jump to the next section 
entitled: “How did I first learn about Tartaria”, thank you J ] 
 
For example, a key question many of us want to know the answer 
to is, “what is the real truth about covid-19; (2023 note: it is 
speculated that this is a man-made virus and that it was either 
crafted in a lab in China or possibly the Ukraine, plus it seems that 
the so-called pandemic or fake plandemic as it has been called, is 
basically ending here in June but what will they throw at us next?) 
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if wearing masks are really helping to protect people from covid-
19 (again true doctors have said they offer no help at all and 
actually make people sicker); is social distancing necessary 
(2023: it didn’t and its not really going on any more); whether we 
all need to take the vaccines to protect ourselves (2023: On 
Telegram, I watched so many people who got very sick after 
taking the vaccine make videos and talk about all their health 
issues, I saw videos of newscasters, politicians and sports players 
just spontaneously fall down unconscious and again, true doctors 
publicly speaking out against taking them with proof to support 
this from their tests on patients) and so on?   
 
Additionally, many other aspects of our lives have been negatively 
impacted by the impure and purposely contaminated products 
that large companies sell. Or what about the medicines that we 
are prescribed by the doctors in general, why do they all seem to 
have side effects? Or what about the major media and the quality 
and truth linked to the news that they share with us? Why do they 
only cover killings and crimes and physical disasters? And what 
about our entertainment through our movies and TV shows? Why 
do they always have violence in them? 
 
(2023: Recently they say everything is become woke as the 
stories being told by the entertainment media sources always 
includes either transgender people now, more of a focus on Gay 
couples, people taking drugs or have problems with alcohol?  
Note – I am not here to place a judgment on anyone who they 
love, as in truth everyone else is a member of our family. Only 
that recently there seems to be a focus, as one black person from 
Africa said on a video about these issues, that these alternative 
life ideas are being heavy promoted as a form of birth control.) 
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From the aforementioned observations of these activities, I think 
that it becomes quite clear that every key aspect of life that affects 
us from our financial to health to entertainment and so on, has 
been infiltrated to varying degrees to take us down in our lives. 
And that this is being done intentionally by what many are calling 
the cabal, the elite, or the globalists (i.e. - nefarious individuals 
and groups that are literally gangsters and criminals who wish to 
totally control our world as well as, according to what many say, 
are followers of Satan).  
 
(2023 note: In 2022 and 2023, even though it has not been 
reported on the regular news, only upon alternative news media 
such as Telegram or Rumble – we hear about many public 
protests happening that have consisted of millions of people who 
are very unhappy with how their individual governments are 
running their country and the laws they are making. Another good 
example of this point would be what has been taking place in the 
U.S. in May and June. This unbelievable information coming out 
including full evidence that the FBI and DOJ {Department of 
Justice} are being weaponized to protect the Democrats who 
seemingly are planning to destroy this country. There is John 
Durham’s report which came out in May that discussed the false 
activities these agencies claimed were linking President Trump 
with Russia who helped him win the 2016 U.S. Election. In June, 
a whistleblower from the FBI had absolute proof that President 
Biden took a bribe from an agency in the Ukraine while he was 
Vice President, 5 million dollars.) 
 
I am sorry to get a bit carried away here, but I just wanted to 
discuss briefly this madness happening within our world so you 
can plainly see why the elite would absolutely not want any of us 
to know about Tartaria. A great civilization that was very peaceful 
and spiritual with a high level of technology. 
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Thus, for many people, it is getting quite apparent that there is an 
“undeclared war on consciousness” taken place which is being 
totally hidden from the public although we are continuing to 
witness many crazy events and activities outwardly. [ I don’t want 
to discuss this conflict too much more as some of the other e-
books we are offering speak about this situation in more detail as 
well as our new video series. So, let’s just say then that the force 
representing the “Light” working with humanity to create a world of 
total peace and harmony in our near future, right now has the 
upper hand. Besides, it is impossible to keep the inhabitant of an 
entire planet living in a false reality or total illusion. Eventually 
cracks form in this so-called reality that all can see. I think this is a 
universal law that this transformation must happen. And this 
“Light” is shining brighter and brighter each day as a major door is 
about to open very wide before the end of this year, just like “Spirit 
told me”. But here is a key question we now need to ask next. We 
need to talk about a Planetary Reset … ] 
 
(2023 note: It appears from the actions being taken by these so-
called globalists that they have been working on a plan for many 
years that eventually will see a total global reset which will take 
place through a new digital money system and health system that 
will give them even more control of our world. However, according 
to the real news being reported upon many channels on the 
telegram social app there is a new fair and fully protected financial 
system coming in which they call QFS {Quantum Financial 
System}. They even say this system is already in place and has 
replaced the globalist banking system called Swift. The key result 
in this financial transformation is that the elite are losing access to 
their financial resources so they won’t be able to fund their 
activities any more. Further, here in June, many countries now no 
longer wish to work with the U.S. dollar as well, which is the elite’s 
main currency {and also called the “reserve currency”}. So I think 
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these outer signs that are showing us that a big change is coming 
with the global financial system are truly telling us that the “Light” 
has already won this war even though it can not be visibly seen in 
public just yet.) 
 
Now, has such a planetary reset happened before in our world as 
the globalists are definitely planning for this to happen again? 
Would you believe me if I told that YES it did happen before 
around 200 years ago?  Impossible you say? Well as we all know 
from the history we have been taught in school, such an advance 
civilization like Tartaria could not have existed in our past at such 
a short time ago, right?  
 
Anyway, I think once you understand a bit more about Tartaria, 
about the people and see their buildings which still remain, you 
will undoubtedly see that most like why this unbelievable 
civilization all of sudden disappeared is directly paralleling in 
many ways what we are going through during this present time. 
Are the globalists working to do this reset again? And will the 
people and groups working to help create a peaceful world, also 
hidden and behind the scenes, prevent this version of the reset 
and bring in their own that empowers everyone? 

 
So once again, as we are almost there to the part of this e-book 
that is going to reveal what I can about Tartaria, I have to give to 
you this one last warning before you proceed. That if you wish to 
keep your current understanding and belief about the reality we 
live in related to this physical world of ours that we perceive today; 
please think twice before you decide to continue reading { :-) }.  I 
also say this, because after I was initially fully exposed to this idea 
of the existence of Tartaria, it took me several weeks until I could 
accept it that it’s true. 
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Of course, my goal here is not to upset in anyway or make you 
more frustrated then you may already be with the current 
conditions of our world and all the chaos we are facing. However, 
if you really wish to understand what Tartaria was all about and 
who the Tartarians were … and you are ready and willing to go 
down this Rabbit Hole with me, then you now must pass “GO”, 
you must read beyond the double line below and be ready 
possibly to throw away a great deal of what you believe is true!!  -
==  the choice is yours Jedi Knight :-) 

 
=============================================== 

 
How did I first learn about Tartaria?   
 
I am not exactly sure when my wife and life partner Katrina first told me 
about the existence of this country called Tartaria; if it was at the end of 
last year (2020) or the early part of this year (2021).  I do remember 
though that she heard about Tartaria from her good friend Laura and then 
she asked me if I knew about it. What she did mention to me, which I 
didn’t quite understand at the time is that people were digging out of the 
ground more floors of certain old buildings (not seen from the surface) or, 
they were discovering strange artifacts which seemed to be connected to 
some country called Tartaria.  I didn’t really have time to do my usual in-
depth exploration of this subject then but she definitely planted this seed 
within me and then I began to observe that there were other people talking 
about Tartaria on the internet.  At this time, it just didn’t seem so important 
so I dropped it. 
 
Now, of course, [as I said in the Introduction] it is quite possible that such 
a country could have existed and just been totally ignored for some 
reason in our history.  With all the lies that we keep hearing through our 
major media and by so-called official (government) sources, I wouldn’t put 
it past the globalists to attempt to wipe out all the evidence of a former 
civilization that was very powerful. They would have the resources to 
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make this happen easily as they are doing similarly with all the false 
information they are sharing (through various media type sources) about 
how safe, supposedly, the vaccines are to protect people from covid-19.  
This appears to be quite obvious as there are reports of new programs 
that are being implemented (all the time, remember this is back in 2021) to 
literally force or coerce people to take these vaccines (of which we were 
hearing that 99.8% of the people who get this virus recover completely but 
people taking the vaccine who didn’t have covid-19 before, now all of 
sudden they have it – isn’t this really really crazy or what?).  
 
Ok then, so during the summer (2021), while I was reading the key posts 
on the various channels I follow on Telegram (where I believe the real 
information is being openly shared about what is really happening in our 
world and going on behind the scenes), on one of the spiritually motivated 
channels that I like to read, they were sharing this wild post about an 
amazing video that was being shown on Youtube which caught my eye. 
The title of this video was, “The Lost History of Flat Earth” produced by an 
individual named Ewaranon.   
 
So, I was immediately drawn to find out more about what was this so-
called “Lost History” all about and what connection did it have with this 
crazy idea we live on a Flat (non-rotating) Earth?.  Well, after watching 
Ewaranon’s video for about an hour (it’s a five hour video BTW), my 
mouth was hanging open. I wondered to myself, where the heck did 
Ewaranon get all of his amazing information and insights?  Plus, he was 
really showing the viewers of his video some really solid, and I mean solid 
proof that there had to be this advanced civilization that existed before us 
and they lived all over our world. Further he claimed that we already had 
direct evidence of their handy-work if you just knew what to look for! That 
actually this proof has always been right in front of our faces even!  After 
watching this video, I finally completely understood why quite a few people 
were all of a sudden (within the past several years) quite taken with 
Tartaria, during their own exploration and talking about it with others [You 
wouldn’t believe how many Tartaria based channels there are on 
Telegram – you wouldn’t believe I say!]. Ewaranon clearly showed us in 
the video this visible proof of Tartaria by carefully looking at existing 
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buildings and other structures they built but we were given false history of, 
all of these buildings around us and in plain sight. [Don’t worry we will 
discuss this a bit later and I have other photos to show you.]  
 
Have you ever felt as if the history we have been taught just doesn’t make 
sense? Well if that is so this free e-book is for you and might give you the 
right answers to such doubts ... 
 
Now before I proceed, I wanted to share a bit more with all of you some of 
my others objectives I have for writing this free e-book. I want to give to 
you, the reader, a fairly high level overview of this subject so you can also 
perceive the same evidence and proof I saw that has led me to believe 
that Tartaria is absolutely real.  Then, at the end of this e-book (in the 
appendix), again, this is where I can share with you all the sources I 
uncovered on-line along with other Tartarian based e-books and on-line 
resources so you can do your own personal exploration into Tartaria and 
make up your own mind if you believe this key part of our history has been 
hidden from us.   
 
Now, I believe that the story (and the history) about Tartaria is very 
important because it is indirectly linked to what is happening in our world 
right now because truly, it is providing for us a strong example of what our 
world could (will) be like when we follow a path of peace and harmony.  
Therefore, I will do my absolute best to share with you what I consider to 
be the best evidence that I have come across that has absolutely 
convinced me that the story of Tartaria is true. That the Tartarian people 
played a key role not only in the history of our world but in humanity’s 
evolution.  However, I am not an expert on this subject and I wasn’t able to 
find a solid explanation yet of what circumstances caused the demise of 
Tartaria, whereas the people were basically eliminated but their buildings 
remained. I  will speculate about some possibilities how this may have 
happened, later within this e-book. 
 
Finally, I have to make a comment about why did Ewaranon bring the 
subject of “Flat Earth” into his video. For those of you who have studied 
“Flat Earth” [also known as the GeoCentric Model of the Earth] before or 
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have always felt it was a conspiracy theory, let me just give a brief 
definition here and how Ewaranon showed it related to the Tartarians. [We 
have written a very large free e-book about “Flat Earth” and even have a 
separate Rumble Video Channel on this subject, which you will find listed 
in the Appendix.] 
 
“Flat Earth simply represents the following conditions of our Earth, which 
is not called a planet but a world or realm. That our Earth consists of a flat 
circular disc which has an impenetrable dome over us and at the outer 
edge of our world, for 360 degrees, in front of the dome is an ice wall 
which all of it is Antarctica. Also that under the dome, about 40-50 miles 
up in the sky is the Sun and Moon which are quite small, they say 32 miles 
across which fly over the flat surface and some Flat Earth researchers 
consider these self-illuminated bodies. This is the simplest description I 
can give. I do not intend to give much attention to the GeoCentric Model 
within this e-book. 
 
Now, Ewaranon (if you decide to watch any of his videos that I will be 
recommending within the Appendix) insists in the so-stated video that he 
has absolute proof that our Earth is not a spherical globe and that the 
Tartarians knew this all quite well, due to the heightened state of their 
technologies [for example I am sure they had levitation craft which could 
go high up into the sky and easily see the dome, the sun and the moon]. 
Further, he claimed that due to the knowledge the Tartarians had about 
the Earth, its true form and nature, this affected the sciences they had 
[Again, the Tartarians knew about the anther energies, the electro-
magnetic energies and the Toroidal energies which the Earth naturally 
broadcast and this is how they developed their free energy systems, more 
on this later …]. 
 
Well let’s leave Flat Earth for now as my readers are going to have a hard 
enough time swallowing that there was a large country called Tartaria 
which was very real and existed in full force only just 200-250 years ago. I 
can’t expect for you to also swallow the idea that we live on a flat circular 
disc which is stationary and the sun and moon are moving around our 
world or realm in the sky, can I? 
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So now a key question that many of you may be asking at this point within 
this e-book is: “What proof is there that Tartaria truly existed?”  As 
Ewaranon constantly stated during his video that I mentioned, we are 
about take an amazing journey, so you must be open to all possibilities. 
Please don’t make any quick judgments or let the information we have 
been given by the controllers (as Ewaranon calls them) of our world totally 
confuse you. Let’s see why more and more people are becoming open to 
the idea of the existence of this former great country or empire as it was 
called and what this means for us today.  So, are ya really ready right 
now, this very moment, to go down the rabbit hole with me? If so, there is 
no turning back … 

 
What Physical Proof Still Exists about Tartaria??  
 
1)  Why are there buildings all over the world that have their lower floor or 
floors totally under the ground? Or, in some cases the lower floor has its 
windows or doors half above ground and half below. If this was occurring 
only in a few isolated cases, we might understand why, but there are such 
types of building all over our world! One theory that has been discussed 
by Tartarian researchers to explain this situation is that there was some 
type of catastrophic event that occurred in our past that affected the 
buildings in our world. They have called this the “Mud Flood” event. I will 
explain next what this means. 
 

Therefore, since the previous statement is true about the lower part of 
many older buildings being partially submerged in the ground, the only 
logical explanation would be if there was a tremendous amount of rain hit 
the surface of the earth creating a tremendous amount of mud which 
covered our world. And in fact, when excavations have been done in such 
areas or large cities, the archaeologists or skilled workmen have found 
entire cities buried under the ground.  For example, there is an entire city 
buried under Paris that shows the remains of six million dead. How did 
this happen? The French government won’t discuss it. 
 
In addition, there are numerous photographs which were taken from the 
later part of the 1800s, that clear show various workers using the primitive 
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tools of their time to excavating out of the mud such buildings. In some 
instances, they brought entire buildings up and above the ground (for 
example, there are various photos of this happening at the Capitol 
Building in Washington D.C.).  These types of excavations continue even 
until this day.  If you wish to learn a bit more about these buildings and 
what is being called the “Mud Flood” (and by the way, the idea of this flood 
is speculation, as no one knows for sure what type of global disaster took 
out the Tartarians), there is a free e-book written by David Ewing Jr. that I 
am authorized to share with you, our reader which can offer a lot more 
information and insights about this “Mud Flood”.  Mr. Ewing has written a 
series of 11 books which have different perspectives that he has 
uncovered related to Tartaria.  I discuss in the appendix how to get a copy 
of any of his free e-books. Of course, in Ewaranon’s video that I 
mentioned before, he speaks a great deal about this subject as well. 
 
OK then, so what cities do we find such submerged buildings within 
beyond Paris? How about New York City; Manchester, England (there are 
quite a number of cities in England that have  such buildings); 
Johannesburg, South Africa; Yamagata City, Japan; Melbourne, Australia; 
Lucknow City, India (where you will find a great number of buildings that 
are still totally underground) and also the Omsk Museum in Siberia. 
 
Now some people might think that these buildings might have fallen 
underground due to some type of huge earthquake (which either creates 
openings in the ground or can liquefy the ground due to the strong 
vibration of the earthquake). However, if you ever looked at the aftermath 
of an earthquake, the buildings are not all uniformly buried in the ground 
and many can be toppled over, so this would not be the best explanation 
for the submergence of the buildings…. 
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Of course all the buildings submerged are older buildings at least 100+ 
years or older … but is the insights associated with clue #1 enough to say 
that Tartaria or some advanced civilization existed due to these well built 
buildings? I would say not quite but it is an unexplainable mystery we 
must pursue, yes? 

 

Figure 1: This is a photo of the Hotel Vendome in Boston in 1900 – There are  
two features of this building you want to look at. First, look at its shape, this  

an example of the advance structure of the buildings left by the Tartarians and 
2nd, notice how the windows on the ground floor are submerged into the  
ground, and appear half size windows.  Why would someone do this – as  

you couldn’t fully see out of that window? 
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2)  There are photographs which were taken during the day (when the sun 
is out) of several large cities (that each housed millions of people) 
between 1840-1860’s, yet within the image there is not one single person 
seen outside and walking around. The cities are totally empty – so where 
did all the people go? 

 
In the video produced by Ewaranon, early on in his presentation, he 
shows us these types of photographs where cities are totally empty of life. 
Here is a quick summary of what he discusses:  He first showed 
photographs of St. Petersburg and Moscow in Russia (note: if Tartaria 
existed where modern Russia is now, then these photos are the Tartarian 
cities themselves) from the 1860’s (see photo of Moscow below), where 
both cities showed absolutely no sign of people.  In the history we know of 
Russia, this should be impossible or is it because we have not been given 

Figure 2: Here is a building from another city where they did excavate all  
the floors below.  This is not an example of a different and newer building 

being built on top of an older structure, as these excavated floors have  
the same appearance of the floors above them. 
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the proper history? He then shares other photos of Edinburgh, Scotland, 
from the 1840’s; Copenhagen, Denmark, the 1840’s; Dresden, Germany, 
1860’s; Rio de Janiero in Brazil 1860’s; Toronto, 1860’s and Athens, 
1860’s. Once again, in every photo of the cities of this time period, they 
are totally empty.  Later on in his video, Ewaranon talks about San 
Francisco in 1860s or the early 1870s where we again see a photograph 
of a huge deserted city with many buildings.  How could this all be 
possible? The only two cities he spoke about in the early part of the 
1800’s that seemed to have people living there was London and Paris. 
 

 
Now you might say, well maybe all these photos are fakes – that someone 
used Photoshop to take out all the people but of course, this would not be 
so easy to do.  Ewaranon’s explanation for this phenomena is that 
between the 1700’s – 1900’s, our world went through a total global reset.  
And that for some reason, the so-called controllers  (the globalists) took 
out all of these people by some means which is unknown (perhaps using 
an advanced technology they had access to at this time or could they 
have had help from off world beings??) ….  Anyway, when we look at 

Figure 3: Here we see a photo of Moscow in  the 1860's, but where are all the 
people during the day - it is impossible no one is out in such a big city - again 
see the Tartarian buildings - image from Ewer’s video! 
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photos of these same cities from the 1890’s, all of sudden they are all 
populated but the level of their technology and tools is extremely primitive 
(as compared to now) as you will see them using horse and buggy to get 
around and working with all kinds of manual tools.  Thus, this leads us to 
our next clue, which is how did the world get re-populated if this reset did 
happen … 

 
3) From 1850 to 1930 (this is a historically documented fact) there were 
huge number of orphans (called foundlings) who were sent to institutions 
(or orphanages) to grow up in. There are many books written about the 
orphans of this time both fictional and historic. 
 
So where did all of these children come from?  Why did the countries of 
this time have stringent laws about unwed mothers and looking down on 
such women?  Why were there so many orphanages all over the world? 
Why were the children given new identities along with a specific type of 
education about how things worked in our world?  Next, why were these 
children sent all over the world and within the U.S. there are stories about 
the “Orphan Trains” taking these children all over the country? 

 
Once again, I am going to turn to Ewaranon for a good answer to the 
questions. He stated that this was how our world became repopulated in 
the late part of the1800’s (as it was depopulated by the Tartans demise) 
and how the so-called new history of our world was taught and distributed 
all over the world through these children (who would believe whatever it 
was that they were taught was the truth).   
 
But the so-called controllers still had one big challenge or problem.  And 
this was, what to do with all the advanced and magnificent designed 
buildings and structures the Tartarian had created all over the world which 
were still standing.  How to explain the existence of these advanced 
structures and why they had been built. So let’s take peek at my next 
point, as this is what really convinced me that Tartaria was absolutely real 
and that we have, right now, physical tangible proof of the existence of 
these special people …. 
 
4)  Oh my God – there is no way the people of the 14th through the 19th 
centuries could have built these magnificent stylized buildings which are 
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still standing and we can directly experience today.  The design of these 
buildings are so perfect and all of them are decorated with all types of 
carvings, art and geometric ornamentations.  Today we call such buildings 
churches, cathedrals, government buildings, or castles. We are even 
given dates in the past when these buildings were constructed by the so-
called historians.  But as I listened to Ewaranon explain what these 
buildings represented to the Tartarians and their true use, my eyes were 
opened and I have to say this, everything we have been told about these 
buildings is an out and out lie … 

 
We have been told that these older buildings and structures originate from 
the following styles – “Renaissance”, “Gothic” “Geo-Roman” or “Classical”. 
However, could the people of these earlier time periods have the tools and 
skills to construct such huge buildings and this doesn’t even cover the 
perfect symmetry and geometry within all of the ornamentations and 
special shapes found within or outside these building using just a pick and 
hammer? I don’t think so …. 
 
(Please Note: you will find on the next few pages that there are some 
open spaces as I have a few interesting photos to share with you. It is 
much easier to show you a picture of what I am trying to explain about 
these Tartarian buildings which are still with us then I can by describing 
them in words … thanks … J)  
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Figure 5: This drawing to your left was 
obviously done in the 1800's of another city 
but here again, we can see the advanced 
structures of the buildings with towers and a 
type of antenna on top with a form of domes. 
How were these antennas utilized by the 
Tartarians and for what purpose? 

 
 
 
 

Figure 4: This is the Taj Mahal in India, notice the towers with antenna, and the 
domes - could a primitive people in India have made such a perfect structure. 
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Next, so when we view these photographs from the late 1800’s of the 
same cities as before (which didn’t have people living there) and observe 
the people’s lifestyles, we see how primitive they are.  So then the 
question becomes, from where did these advanced buildings originate 
from that they are walking around? Also, in the photos of these cities, we 
see that their roads are made from dirt and uneven or simply just filled 
with mud? This is quite strange and just doesn’t make much sense. Did 
the people simply inherit these cities that were already filled with all kind of 
wondrous buildings from stone and not the wooden structure the people of 
this time would normally build?  Take a peek below to see an example of 
what I am talking about here  ======> look :-) 

 

Therefore, are the buildings that we have identify as churches, or 
cathedrals, and castles, were they really used for their respective 
purposes or were we just told a story to explain why such buildings exist? 
Or could all of these buildings have been constructed from a former 
civilization who had a very high level of technology, that somehow just 
mysteriously disappeared and we assumed ownership of their handiwork? 

 

Figure 5: Here we see a European City with Tartarian Advance Buildings but their 
roads are just dirt - if they could make such advanced buildings they could easily 
make a paved road too, yes? This photo is from the late 1800's or early 1900s. 
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Now, we just might be able to somewhat accept the histories that we are 
told about how the older buildings we find everywhere within Europe were 
constructed and how they were used by the various cultures of the past.  
However, how could the same style and type of buildings be found within 
North America when the U.S. and Canada in particular, were only 
colonized by the Europeans since the 1600’s? This is an important 
question we should be asking, yes? 
 
Ok, on the next page is an example of a building from the early 1900’s that 
stood in Pittsburgh, PA, in the U.S. - do you think such a building would 
have been constructed using the tools people had at that time? This 
building is also quite tall as compare to the other buildings which are 
around it for this time. You will notice it has the antennas and the dome at 
the top of it. Also, it has what looks like a bird, maybe an eagle symbol at 
the very top of the pole over the dome, do you see this? Now why would a 
modern builder put such a symbol like this up there? I think these 
questions are providing us clues that this building is something else or has 
a different origin then they tell people. 
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Figure 6: This photo is of the T J Kennan Building taken in the very 
early 1900s in Pittsburgh, does its style look familiar to you? 
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Also as you are viewing all of these advance buildings shared here within 
this e-book do you see how they incorporate towers with what appears to 
be a type of metal antenna on top of the tower? Then on other buildings 
they might contain a dome or columns underneath near the top. Or, on the 
top of the antenna there is usually a type of symbol that we recognize 
which are purportedly related to various worlds' religions (or were the 
religions falsely created to explain the use of these symbols so people 
wouldn’t ask questions about it?). Finally either on the outside or inside of 
these buildings (or a combination of both) will be all types of geometric 
symbols and ornamentations that are carved, not just being used as 
decorations.  Only an advance civilization could have made these building 
with such absolute perfection, yes? 

 

 
 
So consider this possibility then – what if an advanced civilization existed 
here on the Earth up to only a few hundred years ago?  We can definitely 
observe the evidence of such a people by the design of these amazing 
buildings that we can view all over the world and probably within every 
major city of the world (note: I have looked and always find them BTW). 
And not only this, but the purpose of these buildings was to help support a 

Figure 7: Here we see more examples of the Tartarian buildings and the  
lights they used around their buildings which were powered  

by their free wireless electrical system. 
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sophisticated electro-magnetic grid system that provided a free clean 
wireless energy and electricity that every inhabitant could easily tap into. 
Then your next question should be, “And so, what was the source the 
Tarlatans tapped into for this unlimitless energy?” And the answer that I 
heard from Ewaranon and other researchers is, “This limitless energy 
came from a layer of the higher atmosphere of the earth which they called 
the ‘Aether’” (or perhaps some suggest, this is our way to connect with a 
part of the universal life force which was placed here by Creator?).   
 
Then if we study the construction of these advanced Tartarian building 
carefully, we start to understand and observe that they utilized their 
advanced technologies to use the right metals and put special devices into 
these buildings that were able to collect and distribute this free energy 
give off by the Earth to all over the world using an electro-magnetic (EM) 
grid. Further this EM grid worked closely with the waters (through canals, 
rivers,  channels and the oceans). It is said by Ewaranon, that the 
controllers did everything in their power to destroy the Tartarian devices in 
all of their structures so the ordinary people would not have access to this 
free energy. I believe, at some future time though, we will have access to 
it again (and mostly like the controllers continue to use this system but 
mostly likely it is being done underground, in their bases, so the surface 
people are oblivious to it). 
 
There exists another structure which has been called a Star Fort, which is 
found all over the world as well, which the experts believe come from the 
Tartarians also. What are these Star Forts? These Star shaped (so-called) 
Forts are buildings which are surrounded by amazing geometric star 
patterns of which they are quite huge and seem to always be linked to 
water around them. Since they are thought as being forts for protection of 
a war, they are said to have built in the 1400’s – 1700s. But how could the 
people of these times in the past create such an elaborate structure and 
be so precise if they couldn’t view their handiwork from the sky? Further, 
the Star Forts are speculated to be another extension of the Tartarian 
energy grid.  On the next page is an example of a Star Fort that exist 
today, I think its in Holland (but were they really used forts, I think not). 
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And that is not all but, we have many arch-like structures in our world as 
well. A good example of this would be the Arche de Triomphe (The arch of 
Triumph) in Paris (see photo on the next page), which acted as a huge 
electro-magnetic bar magnet to help conduct and move all this electro-
energy being generated through the worldwide Tartarian energy grid.  In 
Ewaranon’s video he goes into extensive detail how the Tartarians 
constructed and used all of these buildings and structures to empower 
(collect and distribute) their free energy system.  When you watch Ewer’s 
video and he talks about the technology and sophistication of this previous 
civilization,  their genius you will simply be blown away!  But what if there 
were some groups of people who didn’t like the idea of give all the 

Figure 8: This is one of many structures of what are known as a Star Fort that are 
located throughout our  world - obviously the geometric shape of a star has to do  

with the name. However, again if these forts were made in the 1400s or 1700's, how 
could they do it without the ability to see the construction from the sky?  Also these 
forts are always surrounded by water which played a key role for them to function. 
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inhabitants of the Earth this free energy and wanted to charge people for 
the use of such, what might such a power hungry group do? 
 

 
So have we given to you so far sufficient proof or enough evidence within 
this e-book that an advanced civilization existed previously which was 
called Tartaria?  Are the existing advance buildings and structures that 
have been present sufficient to at least raise an eyebrow? Or, what about 
the large cities that were already built that were totally devoid of people 
(for a time) that today humanly seemly has inherited? Or what about the 
large number of buildings which have a portion of them seemingly buried 
below the ground for some strange reason?  And what about the large 
transfer of orphans for about 80 years in our past, why was this 
necessary? Well, if everything I have shared so far is not enough to 
convince you about the reality of Tartaria then I have another amazing 
clue to discuss with you which is quite convincing. What about “Old Maps” 
that show a country called Tartaria, Tartary, Tartari or Great/Grand 

Figure 9: Here is the Arc de Triomphe (Arch of Triumph) in Paris - as you  
see from the info to the right it weighs 95 million kgs. from the stones  

used to build it and purportedly it was constructed in the 1800's, during  
two different timeframes. But how could they make such an amazing structure 

with the tools of this time?  According to Ewaranon this arch is in reality a 
gigantic electro-magnet that supported the free energy grid of the Tartarians. 
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Tartaria (because it was the largest country in the world at the time of the 
creation of these maps, how could people not know of it)? 
 
5)  I have given in the appendix of this free e-book a link to a Youtube 
video which shows quite a number of these old maps from the 1500’s to 
the early 1800’s and naturally they all show a region of our world called 
Tartaria, located within the part of the world that we now know as Russia, 
Siberia and China. Plus, these maps show that Tartaria had extensions of 
their empire throughout our Earth, such as in modern day areas we now 
know as the U.S. and Canada.  As a matter of fact, there is probably no 
continent in our world that does not have some kind of Tartarian buildings 
around (even though huge attempts have been made to destroy them).  
Below is a map that is stated to have come from the 1771 edition of the 
Encyclopedia Britannica in England which clearly shows Grand Tartaria. 
See what you think? 
 

 

 
So if Tartaria was still existed into the early 1800’s, then what could have 
happened to totally erase all evidence of this huge country?  Now, if you 
look at our modern history that we are told is the truth, there is a 
recognition of a group of people called Tartars which they say could have 
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been linked to the Mongols, Chinese or Turkish people. We even have 
some Tartars (no many) who are still alive today.  There is also a country 
called Tartarstan which exists today with about 3 million people that was 
once a part of the U.S.S.R. This country is located just south of Moscow. 
But to wipe out an entire country of such a tremendous size and to destroy 
all evidence of its existence along with their people and culture in such a 
relatively short period of time would take an organization or a group that 
had some very powerful resources and technologies.  In addition, what 
individuals living in our world today could possible believe such an action 
could be taken?  It sounds like a fantasy or a scifi story. No one would 
believe that the Tartarians could be removed from History like this!!  I have 
done my best to explore and see if I could uncover any good theories to 
explain how this could happen to Tartaria but no one truly knows the 
answer. It is hard to find out the truth if none of your history books will 
even discuss to any degree that such a country and people could have 
existed! 
 
I am not sure how Ewaranon was able to find all of these old photos and 
even some film from them too but, in the Appendix, I share a short video 
he made (which was a small part of his 5 hour “Lost History” video) that 
shows people walking around in the clothes of the early 1900’s and using 
what appears to an automatic electrically powered sidewalk. Further, he 
shares other photos and film which show amazing colors and lights being 
broadcast from their buildings. It appears the so-called controllers, as 
Ewaranon calls them, just could not eliminate all evidence of the “Great 
Tartaria”.   
 
Lastly, for the last section or point of this e-book before my concluding 
remarks, I would like to look at an alternative history of our world that 
assumes that Tartaria did exist and how this civilization has affected our 
world even now …. 
 
6) Ideas for an Alternative History – key insights and signs that part of the 
History we have been taught was totally made up and never happened! 
 
a> So if Tartaria existed and thrived before, but then it was taken out by 
some means as their people were removed (killed, eliminated) but the 
buildings were left; then when the world was re-populated (with the 
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orphans or foundlings) – all the large cities of the world would already be 
built and then inherited by and taken over by the newly re-populated 
people and … 

 
b> This means then, that buildings like our large churches, cathedrals and 
mosques in our world today were all a part of the Tartarian electro-
magnetic grid for the planet and were not buildings of worship as we know 
them now. The controllers needed to explain why such buildings existed 
so they decide to manufacture or fabricate (this is a hard one to accept) all 
of the current major world religions of today.  Then they used the symbols 
displayed on the top of these buildings working with their antennas to be 
associated with these so-called religions such as Christianity, Buddhism, 
Islam and Judaism.  Most likely these symbols were a connection with 
what we might consider universal energies, vibrations or frequencies or 
even “Prime Creator”.  This would also imply that the founders of all of 
these religions may have never lived (no Jesus Christ, Buddha, 
Mohamed, Abraham & Moses)?? … and … 

 
c>  It has been reported (this is shared in another video listed in the 
appendix) that Joseph Justus Scaliger, a French Calvinist religious leader 
and scholar who lived during the 1500's, that he totally re-wrote all the 
current history of that time and added like 900-1000 years to our calendar. 
This time period, roughly from 500 – 1400 A.D. is known in our modern 
history as the “Dark Ages” (very convenient aye?).  Thus, the real year we 
are living in maybe 1021/1023 and not 2021/2023.  So this means there 
are question marks then if Rome or Greece existed too. 
 
Further, in the “Mud Flood” book written by Ewing (see how to get your 
copy of this e-book in the appendix), he discusses Anatoly Fomenko from 
Russia, a famous professor at Moscow State University.  This professor 
has come across a great deal of evidence which leads him  to believe that 
our world history has been totally changed to fit a false narrative.  Such as 
when Mr. Fomenko studied various lines of Kings from different countries 
(the English Kings verse the 3rd century Emperors of Rome) and saw that 
the histories and number of years for each line were almost identical (or 
were duplicated) except, of course, for the names of these rulers which 
were changed in the other countries.  If you studied the life of Christ and 
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the life of the Buddha as well, Fomenko found the stories of their lives and 
experiences were almost identical. 
 
Thus, the controllers who wanted to support these so-called true histories 
then had to create fake monuments (for example I saw photos from 
England where they were building Stonehenge and lifting the heavy 
stones to position them), historical manuscripts and books and artifacts.  If 
these histories of the British Kings are indeed all fake then probably King 
William I of England never existed nor did he fight at the “Battle of 
Hastings” in 1066, nor did King Richard the Lionheart live and fight in the 
Crusades and ... 
 
d) These same historical researchers that Mr. Ewing came into contact 
with also investigated many of the classical and historical pieces of 
artwork like some of the most famous paintings done by such grand 
Masters like Da Vinci and other painters from the Renaissance. They 
discovered that these paintings depicted such a high level of realism 
especially of the people drawn within these paintings that they were totally 
unsure how the artists of this time could possibly accomplish this just 
utilizing simple painting tools?  Ewaranon stated in his film, that these 
paintings or even  the amazing stone sculptures we find on or within the 
Tartarian buildings and structures that still remain, they had to be done by 
an advance old civilization (the Tartarians?) maybe using similar types of 
advance devices like we have today such as a laser printer to make copy 
of these paintings. If you asked the most skilled painters of today to 
duplicate the work of the Master Painters from the so-called Renaissance 
by hand, would any of them be able to duplicate this? … and ... 
 
e) If Tartaria had such an advanced technology as we have previously 
stated, which they graciously shared with all the people of the world in the 
past, then how can any of the past history we have been taught possibly 
be true?  It means everything we have been led to believe, that the 
foundation of our reality on this world may have to be totally thrown away. 
Could you personally deal with such a condition?  If the controllers don’t 
want us to know anything about this great civilization then they would 
have no choice but change all of our so-called past history right? ... and … 
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f) It is said that the Tartarians were much taller then we are, or would have 
been what we might even call Giants. Could this be why skeletons of 
Giants have been uncovered at times in the ground in various locations?  
Could this be why we see photos in the late 1800’s and early 1900’s of 
some very tall people especially linked to circuses as strange and unusual 
acts? Could this be why so many doors of these advanced buildings that 
are still standing are so high?  Could the Tartarians have been quite tall 
because their advanced technology promoted better health and their 
personal life force? (Note: See the photo below for an example of what I 
am speaking about) … and …  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

g)  Then, from a historical perspective, we definitely have reports (as 
discussed in Ewing’s book) of all kinds of fire and earthquakes (over a 
hundred taking place from 1760-1930) which have hit major cities all over 
the world and did a great deal of damage to their buildings and structures. 
For example: 1788, 1794 and 1830, fires in New Orleans; 1805 in Detroit; 
1810, 1833-1839 (6 times) in Charleston, SC;  1815 in Petersburg, VA; 
1796 and 1820 in Savannah, GA; 1831 in Raleigh, NC; 1835 and 1845 in 
New York, NY; 1844 in Boston, MA; 1849 in St. Louis, MO; 1850 and 1856 
in Philadelphia, PA; 1850 in San Francisco, CA; 1863 in Denver, CO;  
1864 in Atlanta, GA (during the civil war); 1865 in Richmond, VA  (the civil 
war); 1871 in Chicago, IL; 1889 in Seattle, WA and many many more … 
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In 1906, was when the so-called earthquake hit San Francisco but some 
Tartarian research think the city may have been bombed? Photographs of 
San Francisco taken after the earthquake, it looks like a city that could 
have been hit by an atomic bomb such as happened to the two cities in 
Japan during the 2nd World War … and … 

 
h) And what about the American Civil War, World War I and World War II?  
Did these wars truly take place for the reasons that have been told or were 
they fought as a cover for more attempts by the controllers to destroy 
more evidence of Tartaria and take out more of their magnificent buildings 
standing in these cities? … and … 

 
i) So, if these old maps of the world are genuine, we see consistently that 
Great Tartaria lied within northern Asia located where modern Russia is 
now and parts of China but also, these same maps show us that another 
part of Tartaria (an extension or colony?) was located within the U.S. and 
Canada too.  So following this logic, when the people from Europe came 
to settle in the Americas, they would have naturally discovered all of these 
huge empty cities (ruins) with beautifully made buildings with tall doors, 
columns, domes and antennas right? Just waiting for them to begin living 
in (which by the way none of the buildings had any systems for plumbing 
or heat).  This means that two of the most powerful countries in our world 
today, the U.S. and Russia were once a part of Tartaria … and ... 
 
j) For my last point, the Tartarians also had their own flag and emblem, 
which has been found through old ruins or records, as shown in the image 
on the next page. As you can see, their flag encompassed the emblem of 
the Griffin, a mystical creature or was it?  (Note: When we visited Mt. 
Shasta with some friends, near the top of the mountain in 2011, in the 
winter as the mountain was covered with snow up to the top the trees; we 
did a meditation here with our collective crystal skulls. Then all of a 
sudden, a cloud magically appeared in the sky in the shape of a Griffin, I 
wonder if the Lemurians reportedly living under this Holy Mountain were 
part of the Tartarians somehow?)  
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Well dear reader, I could keep on going with several more insights that 
were presented by Ewaranon during his amazing film or even shared from 
Mr. Ewing’s books but, I think you can see from all of the points I have 
presented so far that we have very strong evidence that the country and 
people of Tartaria were real. Or we have enough information and clues 
that if one wanted to learn more on this subject, they would have a good 
start. Also, as I stated before, I think the story of Tartaria is a huge sign 
that we must be prepared in the new future that is coming up [and here in 
2023 it is coming sooner than you might think BTW], when the Full Truth 
of Everything will be told about our world and about the origins of 
humanity, that we will have to totally let go of almost all that we have 
believed to be true and unlearn it all, are you ready for this my dear 
friend? [I know I am and one of the reason we are creating our Center is to 
help many people not go into shock and see how all the new awarenesses 
link together to help take our world into a time of peace and harmony – yes 
a Golden Age!] 
 

(2023 Note: At the time I originally wrote this book, I had not yet done our 
free e-book about Flat Earth, so in this original version I tried to give more 
details about Flat Earth which Ewaranon shared within his five hour video 
I watched. I am cutting out most of the information I shared here and 
recommending my reader go into the appendix where is listed how to get 
our free e-book on this subject or watch our Rumble Video channel which 
has a ton of videos about Flat Earth.) 
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Now I did promise to briefly discuss the “Flat Earth” and how Ewaranon 
explains that it’s connected with Tartaria.  There is another film series 
Ewaranon did where he totally focused upon evidence that we are living 
on a ”Flat Earth”, so  I have also listed this video in the resource appendix 
but as I said, he does speak quite a bit about this subject in his “Lost 
History” video too.  
 
[ I will only give a few more points about Flat Earth, as I gave a pretty 
good overall description of it in the section, ‘How I first learned about 
Tartaria’. Thus, to tantalize you to get our free e-book on this very 
controversial but mind blowing subject I will mention here a few more 
unbelievable points without giving any support evidence as I did before:   
 
Did you know the Bible never mentions we live on spherical planet? 
Further, it mentions the Firmament, some Flat Earth researchers think this 
refer to the Dome. The Bible speaks about the Waters Below and the 
Waters Above, is the Waters Above under the Dome or outside? 
 
If you wish to verify how our Earth can be stationary, just check out how 
our jet planes when they fly East and come back from the West, there time 
of flight is almost the same, how can this be possible if our Earth is 
rotating? Or why if you shoot a cannon ball straight up in the sky can it 
return to the same spot if our Earth is rotating? 
 
Lastly {as again I could on this topic for a long time}, if I understood 
properly what Ewaranon stated in film, he said, believe this or not {this is 
verified by using the zoom of really good digital cameras}, that all the so-
called planets in our solar system are stars (wandering stars these lights 
are called in our nights sky) and they are all underneath the dome. Back to 
a key comment from the original version …)   
 
The key concept for one to understand about the “Flat Earth” and its link to 
Tartaria, according to Ewaranon, is that held within the firmament of our 
Earth is the “Aether” which is the primordial substance from which 
everything else that exists in our physical world and universe comes from.  
I.E. --- that air, fire, wind and water are all an expression of the “Aether”.  
For me then, the “Aether” could be the force or substance from Creator 
which gives life to all of Creation and life in our universe, that the “Aether” 
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is contained within all particles of matter. The Tartarians were experts in 
how to collect this life giving energy of the “Aether” and convert it into 
clean and free electro-magnetic energies which empowered their entire 
world. 
 
As I said, I am not sure if I agree with this part of Ewaranon’s presentation 
about Flat Earth in his film but, he did say one thing which made sense to 
me that I think we must logically consider.  If birds fly in the sky or a 
planes fly in the sky, if our world was a globe, they would have to 
constantly fly at a downward  angle to stay on track with their destination 
and if we observe the bird or the plane when they are flying in our reality, 
neither actually makes this type of movement.  Obviously, if we had the 
ability to take a rocket up into space beyond the edge of our atmosphere 
(or the Firmament) we would absolutely know the truth about all of this but 
so far the average person doesn’t have this luxury.  However, since we 
can no longer trust our system of education or the media (which has been 
controlled by the Globalists) then we will have to wait until the “Light of 
God” appears once again within our world, and the Full Truth about the 
nature of our world, and our history and how humanity came to be 
occupying this space will finally be shown with full clarity and REVEALED!  
Fortunately, the children of our near future (hint hint) will be taught this 
Truth and probably have a hard time believing that the challenging times 
we have all lived in since we were born to this world actually happened. 
 
Final Conclusion and Thoughts: 

 
Well, it has not been my intention in the writing of this e-book to convince 
any reader in the least if Tartaria actually existed or not. My only goal was 
to provide for you what evidence I have uncovered and what we do know 
so far that suggests in this possibility.  And if the existence of Tartaria is 
true, then this would mean that the history of our world that we have been 
taught about humanity’s past might be a total lie or fabrication.  This is 
why I am including an appendix for this e-book, so you can do your own 
research and see the sources I have been reviewing and make up your 
own mind as all of this can be totally mind boggling. 
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I would highly recommend that you start with the video by Ewaranon 
called the “Lost History of Flat Earth (or abbreviated LHFE) or just go on 
Youtube and see what else you can find to watch about Tartaria.  Yes, I 
know that you might think due to the current “cancel culture” that exists 
[still going on here in 2023 but starting to decline] that such videos would 
be completed banned and deleted (since the controllers or globalists 
eliminated any mention of Tartaria in our so-called recorded history) but I 
also think the controllers believe this tale is so fantastic, that few people 
will believe it.  I can assure you though, I was surprised to find quite a bit 
of information and photographs linked to Tartaria not only within videos of 
you tube but throughout the internet [and especially on Telegram, I am 
also listing in the appendix some key channels from Telegram that share 
unbelievable information about Tartaria. ] 
 
In addition, in the appendix, I have listed some of the key books written by 
David Ewing Jr. on Tartaria, of which he has kindly given me permission 
to share for free the e-book version of such with any of our readers.  That 
is correct, if you are interested. Thus, within the appendix is the 
instructions how to get those copies from me via email.  There is some 
duplication of the material Ewaranon shares and some new perspectives 
as well within Ewing’s e-books, as this was my second key sources of 
information about Tartaria. 
  
OK then, so here is my final thoughts about what I think about Tartaria.  
For myself, the main visible proof that absolutely convinces me this is all 
true are the advanced and beautifully designed buildings which still 
remain.  In my mind, there is just no way that the people who supposedly 
lived in the 14th through 19th century with their primitive tools could have 
made such buildings and so many of them. This would be physically and 
logically impossible – don’t you agree? 
 
Now, not only are these buildings and structures absolutely huge but the 
geometric symmetry and designs and ornamentation that comprises these 
buildings (on the outside and inside) could only have been crafted by an 
advanced race of people.  As Ewaranon refers to the people we call the 
globalists or the cabal as the controllers, for whatever reason or reasons 
these groups decided to keep pet some of these buildings around and 
repurposed them.  Therefore, from a logical rational reason, they had to 
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come up with a plausible explanation for how such buildings and 
structures had been built and how they were utilized so they called them: 
churches or cathedrals (for religious worship), castles (for medieval 
history), or forts (the Star Forts for war or protection) or they were used for 
government buildings or buildings in which the ultra wealthy lived in (their 
mansions).   
 
No doubt there were so many of these advance structures around after 
the so-called last global reset that this might cause people to become too 
curious about where they came from so, they had no choice but had to 
destroy most of these buildings (the so-called ruins).  Then this could be 
why in the 1800’s and through the Second World War there were all these 
fires which took place in so many of the large cities in the world, to get rid 
as many buildings as they could using a logical reason why they had been 
destroyed (by natural disaster per say).  Then, another way to get rid of 
the Tartarian buildings was to create huge wars as another excuse so they 
could bomb these buildings out of existence.  The controllers wanted as 
little evidence of Tartaria left as possible. I don’t know what you think 
about all of this or if you might just agree with me on this. Of course, we 
are suggesting here that the controllers had some advanced technique for 
eliminating all the people but kept the buildings in tact (sounds like what 
we call a neutron bomb that produces a minimal blast but sends out a 
huge amount of radiation – killing the people).  
 
Now, a few years back, I had a chance with Katrina, my wife and divine 
life and spiritual partner, to visit Mexico City for a conference about the 
crystal skulls, as I was invited to participate as a speaker.  The sponsors 
of the conference had arranged for some of the attendees and speakers, 
before the conference started, that we could visit the major Mesoamerican 
(was it built by the Mayan or Toltecs, or again could this be proof of a 
Tartarian structure?) city nearby which is known as Teotihuacan. I 
remember that when we visited the Pyramid structure there called the 
Temple of the Sun, and I was standing upon it on the steps at a fairly high 
level up (the only pyramid I have personally seen so far BTW), I could 
intuitively sense, just from the complex design of the outer stones (and 
this pyramid is very very large) that no type of simple people could have 
built this.  So, I think it becomes quite clear with all of these advance 
buildings and structures that we all can still visibly see today in all the 
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large cities of the world (Tartarian cities?), there had to be an advanced 
civilization in the past who were their creators. So why couldn’t this be a 
so-called very tall people or giants who had an advanced technology like 
Tartaria? 

 
Now, the main question I have not been able to come up with a really 
good answer to is: how could such a technologically advanced and 
peaceful civilization be almost totally wiped out and in such a short time 
relative to where we live now?  Here we are, supposedly in 2021 [and still 
in 2023], yet in none of our official historical records or history books is 
there any mention whatsoever of Tartaria.  This non-withstanding that 
there are still old maps and a few old records that say such a great 
civilization or empire did really exist. Could a group of power hungry 
individuals, who wish to for total world domination have the advance 
technology and resources to destroy such a civilization and then cover up 
their tracks so completely?  Did this nefarious group have other worldly 
help (as we hear in the back channels that the cabal has been working 
very closely with a non-terrestrial serpent or reptilian race who might seem 
even to be like other dimensional demons)?  If this is so, they would have 
access to a very high state of technical weapons that could have been 
used from the air then. Perhaps this is how the so called “Mud Flood” 
happened worldwide. 
 
(2023 note: For our Center, we interviewed a very good personal friend 
and spiritual brother of mine, Rev. Dr. Phil who is spiritual medium. 
Through Rev. Dr. Phil, I had a chance to speak to a Pleiadian by the name 
of Heltor, who has a very close spiritual link with Rev. Dr. Phil. When I 
asked Heltor about Tartaria, he said the Pleiadians were well aware of this 
Earth civilization. When I asked Heltor how the Tartarian civilization was 
eliminated, he said the cabal or elite was working with negatively based 
ETs who gave them a weapon to hit the Waters Above, under the Dome 
and this is what caused the Mud Flood – could this be what really 
happened then?)  
 
If this is all true, then in our modern terms we would call this an attempt to 
(global) reset the entire world and start a totally new one. And, since any 
mention of Tartaria in our so-called approved history has been completely 
eliminated, we can not know for sure how this so-called cleansing of the 
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world took place, can we? And this is very sad. Due to this fact, we can 
not know if any of the histories we learned in school before the 1800’s 
really happened then. We also don’t know how long did Tartaria exist. 
What it somehow they were connected to Atlantis, which the legends also 
say they were very technologically advanced. I am sure somewhere there 
are complete records which can explain to us the true history of our world. 
I can’t wait for this to be released!! 
 
Another clue I think we must take a good look at is why were so many of 
the large cities in the world totally devoid of human life during the middle 
part of the 1800’s (shown through various black and white photographs 
that remain)? Where did all the children (orphans or foundlings) come 
from to re-populate those cities also? Where any of these Tartarian 
children who were saved (but not sure, since the Tartarians were taller 
than us or did they change the DNA of the Tartarian children so they 
wouldn’t be so tall?) and then they re-educated and re-programmed these 
children with fake histories?  Or, did the so-called controllers execute a 
plan to take as many children they could from their families or from wed-
less mothers in the 1800’s so they could put them into their programs to 
fully control how our world would be reset and to repopulate these empty 
cities? Might this not be happening again in our modern time as many 
doctors are saying the purpose of the so-called vaccines (untested) to 
control the spread of covid-19 (of which people who didn’t have covid then 
all of sudden they do when they take the vaccine) is for depopulation 
again?  And if this takes place where the population of humanity is greatly 
reduced and everyone who is left has nanobots living inside of their 
physical body is this how humanity will be fully controlled?  Then will the 
children of our future be given once again another new and totally false 
history of our world?  It is just a thought or possibility but through some of 
my powerful personal spiritual experiences that I have had during this 
lifetime [my 68 years of life], I already intuitive know this type of reset is 
definitely not going to happen again [it is ordained by Creator’s Will] – I feel 
if anything, that we have a chance to return to the type of life our 
ancestors, the Tartarians had and it is going to be glorious … like living in a 
Paradise … anyway moving on … 
 

Obviously, if we look at the current state of our world today, we may have 
some insights why a world reset and the removal of Tartaria happened 
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before.  Our world is very much geared toward money and finances with 
banks and the wealthy families who have setup these systems to benefit 
themselves only and enslave us. Just look here as we have to pay money 
for all products and services that is offered and then a tax upon them, 
taxes from our earnings and interest upon other interest on loans of our 
own money. What about our electricity for our home which we have to pay 
for (the Tartarians offered this for free) or the price of the fuel for our cars? 
We have pay rent where we live or a mortgage (probably with the 
prosperity the Tartarians had, rent didn’t exist for them).  Some call this 
system we are living in a debt-slave  system. Thus, the free and expanded 
way of life of the Tartarians would most definitely be a threat for the 
globalist’s plan of world control.  And since we can still find all over the 
world their very beautiful and advanced buildings and structures that the 
Tartarians created, this gives us visible evidence, no doubt, that they had 
a free power grids and electro-magnetic energy systems which were 
worldwide and one day I am sure it will be reactivated. 
 
Now, if the most powerful nation or civilization that has existed fairly 
recently (ending only perhaps 200 some years ago) could have literally 
been obliterated in a global reset, then is it not possible when the 
Globalists use the term, “The Great Reset” that they are not planning to do 
the same thing again?  Perhaps, as I stated before, by using covid-19 and 
the vaccines as their method (subtly convincing the people they need to 
do this to stay safe) to begin to depopulate our world again and start over?  
Will we learn from this past conflict and avoid this from happening this 
time?  Is the information about Tartaria coming out now (it has been going 
strong for about the last five years that people have really started to 
become very interested in this subject and sharing a huge amount of 
information related to Tartaria) a big warning to us today of what is 
possible if we don’t pay attention and say “NO” to anything requested of 
us that we feel is immoral?  
 
As I have written in one of my other free e-books, “Messages from rJis” 
(see the appendix how to obtain this e-book) through two very powerful 
spiritual experiences I have had (in a way like visions of the future which I 
was referring to before and one of these experiences is still on-going 
BTW), I know with absolute certainty, this time our world is not going to go 
through a total reset by any group of insane individuals but that in fact, we 
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will be going through a total transformation and awakening of our Divine 
Essence that is being ordained by Creator’s Will which is slowly but surely 
taking all of us into to a time of total peace and harmony or a true “Golden 
Age”. Yes, I do believe that right now there is an undeclared war going on 
behind the scenes between the forces of “Light” and “Dark” but the “Light” 
has already won we are seeing very visible signs of this here in [2023] and 
in the years beyond. (2023 note: Actually my future self in this lifetime, 
who speaks to be telepathically called rJis, tells me by 2037-2040 this new 
world will be totally complete and I trust fully rJis, myself!) 

 
So, when the positive forces working for our planetary freedom and 
enlightenment prevail, I think the world that the Tartarians knew, not only 
with their advanced clean and pure technologies will be returned but their 
artistic beauty and reverence for all life and Creator will come back as 
well.  And finally, everyone on our Earth, all of humanity will know and fully 
understand our true history and who we are as a person, our true essence 
(Divine Children of Creator) and what is our exact relationship to God, 
from both a physical perspective and a spiritual (our souls’) perspective. 
The people of Tartarian have much to teach us and I am sure somewhere 
within their records we will receive back their wisdom and knowledge and 
that somehow this precious information has been preserved to be shared 
with all of humanity once again. 
 
OK, I have done my best to offer you the best insights about Tartaria I 
have discovered so far. Now, it might be difficult for some of you to fully 
accept that this wondrous civilization existed upon Earth fairly recently as 
it will no doubt challenge your core foundation of what you believe is the 
reality of living on Earth.  However, I believe in this crazy time we are 
living in 2023 (and beyond) that we have to be ready at any moment for all 
that we believe to be true, that which we hold as precious to the 
understanding our very existence; that it can all be replace with a new 
wondrous Truth.  I know may for a short time, there will be many people 
who will be shocked by the revelations about to come out that will discuss 
the hidden agendas for many of our world events and activities, and 
people we trusted and admired (so-called government leaders, sports and 
entertainment celebrities, medical doctors, scientist, or educators, etc …) 
have been involved in horrific acts of violence against their follow human 
being. This going to be very difficult for many people but our world is now 
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being cleaned up of the darkness and the negative energies and it won’t 
be coming back. 
 
Therefore, I think the key to handle all of this new insightful and truthful 
information coming our way is to take time to meditate, to still your mind, 
and see if you can link into the inner essence of your being,  your soul 
where all knowledge and truth exists, which can prepare and comfort you.  
Many of us, on a soul level, volunteered to come to this physical reality on 
the Earth, at this time, to help bring in this beautiful and harmonious 
“Golden Age” and to help our close friends and family (along with our 
extended family) to ease into the new beautiful world coming as we 
explain to them in a way that makes sense, how our New Earth will be 
functioning. As we return to the time of enlightenment that the Tartarians 
enjoyed and lived by. 
 
Again, thank you so much for your interest in this free e-book about 
Tartaria, and if we can of any help or answer any questions your might 
have, please feel free to contact us ----- 

 
God Bless and thank you, 
in peace, light and love always, 
 
Joshua Shapiro 

a crystal skull and paranormal explorer, author and public speaker 
co-founder for The Center for the Advancement of Humanity 
  
 
PS – I wish to give special thanks and acknowledgment to Ewaranon for 
his amazing videos and to David Ewing Jr. for sharing all of his e-books 
for free with me about Tartaria and that I could also freely offer them to 
others as well.  Without their hard work and dedication to uncovering the 
truth about Tartaria, this e-book would not be possible.  You both showed 
to me that we can not forget the Tartarians and what they left for us to 
learn about them and our planet.  Thank you both!! 
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..  
TTaarrttaarriiaa  FFrreeee  EE--bbooookk  ––  TThhee  RReessoouurrccee  AAppppeennddiixx  
((ffoorr  yyoouurr  oowwnn  RReesseeaarrcchh  ……))  
 

 
Videos done by Ewaranon on Tartaria and the Flat Earth 

 
The Lost History of Flat Earth 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vti0FrGU_Ww 
 
(this is the full 5 hour video of Ewer(anon) discussing Tartaria, which he 
called the old world or the previous civilization. He also discusses the Flat 
Earth and how the Tartarian’s advance technology utilized the knowledge 
of this so-called true essence of our world and collected energies from the 
Aether contained in the Earth’s firmament.  The other videos below are 
excerpts from the full video which you may wish to watch to learn about 
just that aspect of this story.  Ewer(anon) will easily overwhelm you in the 
full video with many details and insights so take you time to watch it and 
digest his insights.) 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gn0id2ZX8xg 
 
(part of Ewer’s full video, part 2, this segment focuses upon the cities in 
the world from 1840-1860 through black and white photographs in which 
you can clearly see these city are totally empty and devoid of any human 
life or people.  He believes the buildings that remained were from Tartaria, 
and when they were repopulated during the last reset, those people 
inherited them.) 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1jI745PGigA 
 
(The mirror in the sky - by Ewer(anon), this is another part of the “Lost 
History” when he discusses that our moon mirrors the land masses on the 
Earth’s surface including land masses we currently do not know about nor 
are shown on any modern maps.) 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tkd80MFUygY 
 
(This is another fragment from the “Lost History”, it contains film and 
photographs of the old world before the final reset was completed 
including moving electric powered walk-ways, and how their buildings 
were illuminated brilliantly.) 

 
What on Earth Happened?  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hp6Q_J_PRI4 
 
(a total separate film, which is six hour produced by Ewer(anon) 
discussing his evidence that we live on a Flat Earth and not a sphere or 
globe.  He does cover some aspects of the Flat Earth in his Lost History 
video but this film is much more in depth) 

 
------------------------------ 

 
Books I recommend by David Ewing Jr. 

 
(David Ewing Jr. has written 11 books which contain links to Tartaria. my 
wife Katrina saw his books on-line via one of the on-line e-book services 
and I looked to see if I could contact him via email or social media.  I found 
him on Facebook and not only did he give me a free copy of all his book in 
an e-book form but I have permission to share any of his book with others 
for free who ask.  Below are his books I recommend you read first, but if 
you would like to have these e-books sent to you via email as an 
attachment send an email to: 
 
joshuashapiro417@gmail.com – with the subject of “Ewing’s Tartaria e-
books”  and put in your email which of the following you would like to 
receive, or just say “All of them. 
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----------> Below is a short summary of each book…):  <-------------- 
 
Tartaria - Book 1 - Mud-Flood 

(focuses on a world event in the late 1700's to 1800's where many 
buildings and structures were buried by mud and where several floors of 
these building are now completely underground – the theory of this flood is 
evidence of Tartaria – he also discusses the advanced buildings we have 
around the world and various false histories we have been told and why 
they are untrue.) 
 
Tartaria - Book 2 - History is a Lie 

(this book focuses upon proof that our past history is an out and out  lie - 
there is a lot of the materials which are duplicated from Book 1, so  be 
aware.  Further it is stated that there have been many so-called historical 
books which have written or rewritten to support the fake histories as well 
as many fake artifacts and structures artificially made to support these 
erroneous histories – with all of this happening to cover-up the existence of 
Tartaria which is never discussed in any history being re-told today.) 
 
Tartaria - Book 9 - Flat Earth 

(Evidence that we are living on a Flat Earth or Disc, this is discussed in 
great deal in the videos listed before by Ewer(anon) as well. It has been 
claimed that we can't understand how the advanced technologies such as 
for free energy was implemented within Tartaria unless we see how 
electro-magnetism works together with the Aether that existed under the 
domed ionosphere of the Earth and that the Tartarians knew so well about 
this.) 
 
Tartaria - Book 11 - Orphans 

(From 1850-1930 hundreds of thousands of orphaned children {maybe 
even more} were bought and sold and shifted all over the world. It is 
speculated these events and activities took place in an  effort to 
repopulate our world after Tartaria had literally been wiped out by some 
type of global catastrophe.  Thus, these children were needed to 
repopulate the cities left by the Tartarians. There remain many questions 
why all of these orphan children were needed and that there were so 
many parent-less children in the world.) 
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OTHER INTERESTING VIDEOS TO VIEW ON TARTARIA 

 
Video by Robert Boerman: Cymatic Tartaria 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EM_LYMt1GG4 
 
(Robert Boerman, a Dutch Crop Circle Researcher believes that the 
Tartarians understood Cymation which is the study of sound or the 
frequency of sound which creates geometric patterns..  The vibrational 
frequency of these geometric patterns (measured in hertz) creates sounds 
which can be very healing and uplifting energies that help us link into our 
spiritual essence. Mr. Boerman completely believes that  the Tartarians 
not only understood this universal nature of sound but built these energies 
into their buildings as well by using precise geometric patterns and art. 
Robert suggested there could be a link between Hyperborea, a huge 
continent which existed long ago and that this might be where the 
Tartarians came from.) 

 
Giants Books Made in Tartaria and Giants Caught on Camera 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5JN7LiCQ4zQ 
 
(A video produced by Barnabas Nagy which shows some photos were 
Giants were captured, along with huge books that have been uncovered 
that may have been printed in Tartaria, since it is stated that the Tartarians 
were quite tall or like Giants.  Could these old photos that show Giant 
people, could these individuals be descendants of Tartaria or who were 
left?) 

 
Quest Logos -Tartaria - Mud Floods -Star Forts - Orphan 

Trains - Stolen History Explained 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NE6XfNxQWp0 
 
(In this video done by Quest Logos, they review some of the aspects of 
Tartaria discussed in the other sources we have mentioned in this e-book. 
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However, I found one new piece of information given in this video which 
was quite interesting that talked about how the history of the world was 
changed once before by a specific individual.  It was stated that Joseph 
Justus Scaliger (see the last paragraph below for a short of bio of Mr. 
Scaliger from Wikipedia) in the 1500's did a total re-write of history and 
added like 900-1000 years to our history which he called “The Dark Ages”.  
Therefore, the real year it could be right now is 1021 (A.D., that is if Jesus 
really existed) instead of 2021.   
 
Further, there as an old map shown in this video which clearly shows 
Tartaria, but on the outside border of this map it also had images of all the 
Roman Emperors.  The narrator speculated that after the time of the 
Roman Empire ended then the Renaissance began. So it appears that 
Scaliger may have created a thousand years of phantom history. 
 

Information about Scaliger from Wikipedia: 
Joseph Justus Scaliger was a French Calvinist religious leader and 
scholar, known for expanding the notion of classical history from Greek 
and ancient Roman history to include Persian, Babylonian, Jewish and 
ancient Egyptian history. He spent the last sixteen years of his life in the 
Netherlands.  
Born: August 5, 1540, Agen, France 

Died: January 21, 1609, Leiden, Netherlands) 

 
Tartaria – Interview with Joshua Shapiro 

https://rumble.com/v15ogcr-tartaria-interview-with-joshua-shapiro-on-
high-road-to-humanity-july-2021.html 
(This interview was done by Nancy Yearout for her show, “High Road to 
Humanity” on July 21st, 2021 and support the info in this e-book) 
 
Old Maps which Show Tartaria or Tartary 

 
https://advetime.ru/en/karta-tartarii-v-horoshem-karty-velikoi-
tartarii-tema/ 
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Recommended Tartarian Channels on Telegram to View: 
 
Tartaria – Britannica (a British Group) 
Telegram Channel:  https://t.me/TARTARIAthetruth 
Website:  www.tartariabritannica.com 
(In the pursuit of Truth — Tartaria, the Old World, and other 
historically engaging topics. All welcome.) 
 
Tartaria and Ancient Occult History 
Telegram Channel:  https://t.me/Imperiul_Tartaria 
(Tartarian Empire, Mud Flood, Star Forts, World Exhibitions and 
Fairs around 1900, Flat Earth, Dome, Inner Earth, Past Resets, 
Orphan Trains, Giant Ancient Trees, Big Past Fires, Free Energy 
Devices of the Past) 
 
Ewaranon English 
Telegram Channel:  https://t.me/+hffEtKGLu5w2MjQ0 
(Ewaranon videos with English Subtitles) 
 
Tartaria & History Channel 
Telegram Channel:  https://t.me/TartariaHistoryChannel 
Chat Group: https://t.me/TartarianEnglishGroup 
 
Tartaria Brazil 
Telegram Channel:  https://t.me/tartariabrazil 
 
Tartaria – The Irish Connection 
Telegram Channel:  https://t.me/Tartaria_TheIrishConnection 
(Signs and evidence of the old world / Tartaria, in Ireland. ) 
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..  
TThhee  CCrryyssttaall  SSkkuullll  EExxpplloorreerrss  OOnn--lliinnee  RReessoouurrcceess  
 

Email: crystalskullexplorers@gmail.com 

Websites:  
www.crystalskullexplorers.com   
www.cse.crystalskullexplorers.com   
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/joshuashapiro.cse 

Twitter: @csexplorer 

Skype: joshaushapiro17 

Youtube channel: Crystal Skull Explorers Video Channel 

Rumble video channels: 
Crystal Skull Explorers: https://rumble.com/c/c-626273 

CS Explorers Flat Earth: https://rumble.com/c/c-1232093 
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OOtthheerr  FFrreeee  EE--bbooookkss  WWee  OOffffeerr  ((PPDDFF  FFoorrmmaatt))  
((AA  BBrriieeff  DDeessccrriippttiioonn  ooff  eeaacchh;;  hhooww  ttoo  ggeett  yyoouurr  CCooppyy!!))  

FFFRRREEEEEE   EEE---BBBOOOOOOKKKSSS   CCCRRREEEAAATTTEEEDDD   BBBYYY   JJJOOOSSSHHHUUUAAA   (((pppllluuusss   222   ooottthhheeerrrsss)))   

(To receive any of the following free e-books listed in this section you can 
A) send Joshua an email at: crystalskullexplorers@gmail.com and within 
the email, please list which e-books you want to be receive a copy of. 
Please use this for your subject: “Free E-book Offer – 2023 Msg” or, B) 
underneath each e-book is a direct on-line link to download (< DOWNLOAD 
>) the PDF file onto your device:) 

◊ Crystal Skulls Free E-book (updated 2023 edition) 
< DOWNLOAD > [Our free comprehensive crystal skull e-book] 
http://www.crystalskullexplorers.com/CrystalSkullExplorers-freeebook2023.pdf 

◊ Are We Living in a Computer Simulation? 
< DOWNLOAD > [On-line videos supporting this theory, Mandela Effect] 
http://www.crystalskullexplorers.com/IsThisAComputerSimulation-Jshapiro-U23.pdf 

◊ Messages from rJis (includes my two special experiences …) 
< DOWNLOAD > [Coma Experience 1990; Contact with Future Self] 
http://www.crystalskullexplorers.com/TheMessageofRjis-July2020-U23.pdf 

◊ High Level Overview: What is Happening in our World (2023) 
< DOWNLOAD > [The undeclared war, activities behind the scenes] 
http://www.crystalskullexplorers.com/HighLevelSummaryofWorldEvents-Juy2023.pdf 

◊ Tartaria – Is it True or Not?  (this e-book) 
< DOWNLOAD > [Evidence of Adv. Civilization that ended 200 yrs. ago] 
http://www.crystalskullexplorers.com/Tartaria-TheFreeEbook-TrueorNot-U23.pdf 
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◊ Journey into the World of Flat Earth 
< DOWNLOAD >  [Comprehensive Book on Flat Earth – 500+ pgs.] 
http://www.crystalskullexplorers.com/JourneyintotheWorldofFlatEarth2021-U23.pdf 

◊ 2023: The Year the Full Truth begins to be Revealed, Part I 
< DOWNLOAD > 
http://www.crystalskullexplorers.com/2023Series-TimeofTruth-PartI.pdf 

( This e-book is based upon the series of Facebook posts made from 
January through March of 2023 on Joshua’s page which discuss 
evidence and insights about the Truths to be revealed soon are linked 
to the undeclared war taking place (exposed publicly via covid-19 and 
other dark activities). There is a focus upon Tartaria (as history 
hidden) and Flat Earth (the true nature of our world is being hidden). 
This e-book is linked to the video version of this series on the Center 
for the Advancement of Humanity’s Rumble Channel. )  
Joshua’s FB Page: https://www.facebook.com/joshuashapiro.cse/ ) 

◊ “Nothing is True, Everything is a Lie” by James W. Lee 
< DOWNLOAD >  [In-depth Research on the current undeclared war] 
http://www.crystalskullexplorers.com/everything-is-a-lie-James-W-Lee.pdf 
 
◊ MJ12 (UFO Disclosure discussed by the group MJ12, they  
          answer questions from various people in this e-book)                   
< DOWNLOAD >   
http://www.crystalskullexplorers.com/Majestic12.pdf 
 
Special thanks to Shahiroz Walji of the MetaphysicalHub for her help with the 
special logos she has produced for the Crystal Skull Explorers and the Center 
for the Advancement of Humanity. She also has helped our center as our Video 
Producer. Check out her websites below for all the spiritual groups she helps 
and her own interviews that she has done. 
http://www.Metaphysicalhub.com /*/  http://www.Shahiroz.ca 
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TThhee  CCeenntteerr  ffoorr  tthhee  AAddvvaanncceemmeenntt  ooff  HHuummaanniittyy  
((AA  BBrriieeff  DDeessccrriippttiioonn  aanndd  oouurr  OOnn--lliinnee  RReessoouurrcceess))  
June 2023  

Welcome to our Center 

 

Who Are We? 
 

What is this 
New Center About? 

The Center for the Advancement of Humanity is a spiritually inspired and 
based Center which is being created right now by an extended family of 
people all over the world. As its name implies, we will be involved in all type 
of projects linked to Advancing the state of Humanity and working towards 
creating a totally peaceful and harmonious world. 

The vision for our center was given to our founder, Joshua Shapiro in the 
summer of 2018. Joshua is known throughout the world as a crystal skull 
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and paranormal explorer, author and public speaker. At that time, the 
resources necessary to build a physical Center were not yet available as this 
will be a very large project. However, since March of 2022, Joshua has been 
inspired by guiding "Spirits" and felt a call to begin working on setting up 
the energetic version of the foundation in preparation of birthing forth the 
first Main Center (now in 2023 within the Central Part of Florida) along 
with other Sister Centers in other parts of the U.S. and all over the world. 
Already, as of June of 2023, there are now teams of people to support the 
center in:  U.S. / CANADA / VIRGIN ISLANDS / FRANCE / ENGLAND / 
HOLLAND / ITALY SCOTLAND / AUSTRALIA / NEW ZEALAND. 

Here are some of the early projects we will be working on 

Crystal Skulls 

Their Importance to Humanity in the Future 

UFOs - ET/Galactic Contact 

Are we Alone? UFO Disclosure ... 
Talking with the Galactics Directly 

Spiritual Dimensions of Existence 
and the Paranormal 

Wholistic Health & Healing 

MedBeds, Organic Remedies, Spiritual Healing 

Our Publishing and Distribution Dept. 

We will help people who have key books to share, 
musical creations, documentaries, and more 

These are just of some of the projects that our Center 
will be involved with - Does it sound Exciting to You? 
We are definitely open to be involved in other areas  

of study and we will be a part of the process to create 
a world for Humanity of Total Peace and Light. 
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If you would like to know more about our Center or 

how you can partake to help us build it, please contact us at:  

Telegram 

https://t.me/Center4AdvofHumanity 

Website 
http://www.crystalskullexplorers.com/Center4AdvHumanity.html 

Rumble Video Channel 
https://rumble.com/c/c-1617742 

(We have created a large number of special videos including interviewing some 
highly knowledgeable and insightful people. Also see in the next section our 
special video series entitled: “2023: The Year the Full Truth begins to be 
Revealed”) 

The X-Plan Group 

https://www.thexplan.net 
(This is our European Study and Research Group for 

World Mysteries and Paranormal Phenomena 
Attn: Diego / Email: lacommissione@thexplan.net ) 

Our Center’s Email  
Center4AdvancementofHumanity@gmail.com 

(Attn: Joshua; USA, General Questions) 
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2023 Truth Video Series 
 

(This special series of Videos is called, “2023: The Year the Full Truth begins to be 
Revealed”. Its premise is based upon an inner message that Joshua received at the 
end of January (2023) that the Full Truth on Everything that is happening in our 
world will begin to be revealed to all of Humanity in 2023. To support this inner 
message he has been doing various videos to discuss the undeclared war that has been 
going on behind the scenes for over 60 years and what our future will look like, a time 
of total peace. This video is linked to our free e-book, listed in the next section by 
the same title. Below are the direct links to the videos already done as of June 18th on 
our rumble channel.) 

Segment 1: Introduction 
(Explains what this series is about, Joshua’s background, how he 
knows these key Truths will be revealed during 2023, a discussion of 
two of his post profound spiritual experiences which shows him our 
future) 
https://rumble.com/v2duhoe-2023-time-of-full-truths-revealed-
series-segment-1-an-introduction.html 

Segment 2, Part 1: Time is Everything 
(We exam in more detail the undeclared war on consciousness - who is 
fighting it and why; how the U.S. 2016  & 2020 election along with 
covid are effecting us now; the war in the Ukraine, a video of the 
Moon in perigee at the Artic Circle, key telegram channels which we 
recommend that share the true sides to the real news.) 
https://rumble.com/v2m86x2-title-2023-time-of-full-truths-
revealed-series-seg.-2-part-1-key-events.html 

Segment 2, Part 2: Time is Everything 
(In this part we look at key events that took place in 2022 and how it 
impacted the undeclared war, we look at what celebrities publicly 
announced they had covid in 2022 and look at two videos linked to 
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George H.W. Bush the 41st President, also a discussion about the 
Brunson case.) 
https://rumble.com/v2ojjg8-time-of-full-truths-revealed-series-
seg.-2-part-2-key-events-2022.html 

Segment 2, Part 3: Time is Everything 
(Section 1 for 2023 Events …) 
(In this part we look at key events that took place in the beginning 
part of 2023 through April 13th {couldn’t go to the date of the 
recording as there are just too many activities exploding out in 2023}. 
We share a quote from Robert Dean, a ufologist and former U.S. 
Army Command Sergeant Major {while serving in Europe where he saw 
a report about UFO Activity there called “The Assessment”} about 
UFOs; and then we begin to look and define aspects of the new 
Financial System including the new computer banking system and 
economic system. We finish up discussing briefly an interview with a 
former U.N. official about what is really going on in the United 
Nations.) 
https://rumble.com/v2rmgze-time-of-full-truths-revealed-series-
seg.-2-part-3-key-events-2023-section1.html 
 

(Note: If you are enjoying this series of videos about the possible Truth to be 
revealed in 2023, here are various ways to stay informed when we add new 
videos to this series. If you become a member of the Center’s Rumble Video 
channel then, you will eventually receive an email from Rumble when a new video 
is added. Or, you can periodically check on the Rumble Video Channel link shown 
under the Center’s contact information before. We plan at least (as of June 
18th, 2023) for Segment 2 to have a Part 4 and possibly Part 5 plus Segment 3 
(which will connect to our free e-book that is based on the Facebook posts 
linked to this series discussed in the next section) will be comprised of at least 
five Parts looking at a variety of other subjects that I think will greatly benefit 
our viewers to see the amazing future that is coming – Joshua) 


